
Our promise: 
As your partner, we’ll support you every step of the way.

Our commitment: 
We pledge to continue innovating so you can focus on doing good in the kingdom.

We’re here to help.

More than giving software. 

Our calling is to serve the church out of love. For us, that means ... 

A true solution like Vision2 solves your church’s 
giving challenges. 

Envisioning how we can help the church have a greater impact on people’s lives  

Engaging givers with meaningful experiences

Empowering hardworking church staff who wrestle with inadequate tools

Enabling leadership to understand their church’s financial health so they can look to the future 

Embedding generosity into our every business practice and giving innovation

While most giving platforms primarily collect financial gifts, 

Vision2 is so much more. We are the only comprehensive 

giving and stewardship solution. We are your partner. 

Comprehensive is just our way of saying we: 

 • Cover every aspect of giving 

 • Automate everything from start to finish 

 • Manage all the complexities to give you true

     simplicity at every point 

 • Function as a full-service extension of your team  

letstalk@vision2.com • vision2.com



Our mission: 
You can count on us to help you engage your church and community more effectively.

Putting you first.

• Tailored giving designations and personalized acknowledgements
   inspire generosity 

• Embedded giving forms on your website and all communications  
   from your church reduce gift abandonment and build trust

• Robust, simple self-service portal lets givers manage personal 
   information, including recurring gifts and pledges
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• Comprehensive online and offline giving and automated reconciliation,
   including reversals

• Detailed subledger with GL output tailored to your accounting solution
   and chart of accounts

• Bidirectional, real-time synchronization with your ChMS

• Full-service team of accounting, design, content and technical experts
   do the heavy lifting wherever you need it

• No monthly fees, giving limits or velocity limitsSu
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• Flexible analytics and detailed reporting for a ministry-first approach to 
   giving through targeted-action follow-ups

• Customized, auto-published dashboards delivered via email or text

• Actionable data for proactive oversight and forecasting of your church’s 
   financial health

• Tools to support your congregation’s financial discipleship 
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Anticipating the giving needs of every user, we forge new 
pathways that have been refined through years of experience 
and millions of transactions. 

Vision2 serves your:


